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Abstrat

The double time-of-�ight (TOF) tehnique was used to study

the mass distribution of the �ssion fragments produed by the

reation

235
U(d,pf) in the exitation energy region of E

∗
=5.0-

6.5 MeV, where several hyperdeformed (HD) �ssion resonanes

had been observed previously. The mass distribution of the frag-

ments produed by the deay of HD states was measured and

ompared to the mass distribution of the prompt �ssion prod-

uts in order to on�rm the theoretially predited di-nulear

on�guration of the HD states in

236
U. For this purpose a 4π

TOF �ssion detetor array has been installed at ATOMKI very

reently. In this paper the result of a preparatory experiment

is presented, whih shows no signi�ant di�erenes (within 1σ)

in the widths of the mass distributions.



I. Introdution

Experimental and theoretial studies on �ssion, espeially the spetros-

opy of �ssion transmission resonanes [1, 2℄ using (n,f) and transfer re-

ations like (d,pf) or (

3
He,df) in the region of the atinides, have already

served extensive information on the struture of states having exoti nulear

shapes. In many uranium and thorium isotopes the observed �ne struture

of these resonanes ould be ordered into rotational bands with extremely

large moments of inertia orresponding to states in a third, so-alled hy-

perdeformed (HD) minimum of the �ssion barrier [3, 4, 5℄. On the other

hand important information an be obtained on the dynamis and on the

sission-point on�guration of the �ssioning system by measuring the �ssion

fragment mass and energy distributions.

Theoretial alulations showed that the density distribution of those

nulei having HD on�guration resembles a di-nulear luster, onsists of

a doubly magi and a well-deformed nuleus [6℄. In suh a ase one would

expet that the mass distribution of the �ssion fragments produed by the

deay of the HD resonane is in�uened by the di-nulear struture of the

underlying well-deformed state. The mass distribution should have an in-

reased yield around the luster mass numbers A≈100 and A≈136, while

the yield of any other on�gurations (fragment mass numbers) should be

suppressed. The aim of our present experiment was to searh for this pre-

dited e�et by measuring the mass distribution of the �ssion fragments

following the deay of the HD states in

236
U. A possible sharpening of the

mass distribution ould be a dramati manifestation of the fat that the

shell e�ets have a strong in�uene also on the �ssion proess.

II. Experimental methods

The experiment was performed at the Debreen 103 m isohronous y-

lotron laboratory employing the

235
U(d,pf) reation with a deuteron beam

energy of Ed=9 MeV and beam urrent of Id=100 nA. An enrihed (97.6%),

88 �g/m
2
thik

235
UO2 target with a 30 �g/m

2
arbon baking was used.

The essene of the experiment was the measurement of the energy of the

outgoing protons in oinidene with the �ssion fragments. The energy of
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protons was analyzed by a four-folded, high-resolution silion detetor array,

while both the fragments �ying opposite diretion were deteted by a 4π po-

sition sensitive �ssion detetor array [7℄, whih had reently been upgraded

at our institute. The arrangement of the experimental setup together with

some of the relevant dimensions an be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Shemati layout (viewed from above) of the experimental setup.

The FF and p abbreviations denote the �ssion fragments and protons,

respetively.

The 4π �ssion detetor array onsists of low pressure, multi-wire, posi-

tion sensitive PPAC units. The left and right hemispheres are overed by

�ve PPACs, eah arranged like an obelisk, one square detetor and four

trapezoidal detetors with an ative area of S=64 and 96 m

2
, respetively.

The distane between the target and the outer detetors is d=12.4 m, so

almost 50% of the omplete solid angle (4π) is overed by the sensitive de-

tetor areas. The detetor is typially operated at a gas pressure of p=4-5

mbar of iso-butane (C4H10). Due to the low pressure an exellent time res-

olution an be ahieved (∆t<0.4 ns), whih allows to determine the mass
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distribution by applying the double time-of-�ight (2v) tehnique. In the

present experiment the obtained mass resolution was mainly limited by the

energy loss of the fragments in the 2 �m thik Mylar foil of the inner ham-

ber and by the energy loss in the detetor gas volume. The �nal resolution

amounted to about ∆m=4 amu.

The energy of the protons was analyzed by high resolution Si detetors

having a thikness of 500 �m. A solid angle of Ω=30 msr was overed by eah

detetor. The alibration of the array was performed by using an AMR-33

� emitter soure, whih has � lines at E α=5.147 (

239
Pu), 5.428 (

241
Am)

and 5.798 (

244
Cm) MeV. An exellent energy resolution of ∆E=14 keV was

ahieved for the � partiles. The start signal for the TOF measurement was

also provided by the proton detetors.

II. Results, disussion

The exitation energy of the ompound

236
U nuleus was determined

from the kineti energy of the proton ejetiles. The ground state Q value

for the reation is Q=4.321 MeV, whih was alulated using the NNDC Q-

value alulator. The measured exitation energy spetrum of

236
U between

E
∗
=5.0 and 6.5 MeV is shown in Figure 2. In the exitation energy region of

E
∗
=5.0-5.6 MeV a number of transmission resonanes have been observed

in agreement with the results of a previous experiment [4℄, in whih the

rotational �ne struture of these resonanes had been resolved and their

HD harater had been proven. A ontinuous urve was drawn on the

spetrum in order to guide the eyes.

The method for the fragment mass determination is the following. At the

sission point the ompound nuleus of mass A c breaks into two fragments.

Keeping the momentum and the mass onservation laws the fragments are

emitted under 180

�
, so for the masses we found:

A 1,2 =
v2,1

v1 + v2
A c; (1)

where A 1,2 and v1,2 stand for the primary fragment masses and veloities,

respetively. The primary veloities annot be measured sine the hara-
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Figure 2: Exitation energy spetrum of

236
U between E

∗
=5.0-6.5 MeV.

Fission resonanes have been observed in the exitation energy region of

E
∗
=5.0-5.6 MeV. These resonanes have HD harater aording to [4℄.

The region of the prompt �ssion is also indiated. The ontinuous line is

only for guiding the eyes.

teristi time of the neutron evaporation is about t=10�14 s after �ssion.

However, if we assume an isotropi neutron evaporation, whih takes plae

after the fragments reah their �nal veloities, then on the average there

are no hanges on the veloities. Certainly the resolution for the seondary

fragment masses is still limited by the broadening that originates in the

neutron emission.

For the determination of the fragment veloities one has to measure the

time in an absolute manner. However, the preise measurement of the so-

alled time-zero (time di�erene in the delays of the di�erent timing han-

nels) is a very tedious task, and even a small initial error ould �nally indue

a large systemati unertainty in the dedued quantities. Thus we used the
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evaluated fragments mass parameters of

236
U for the mass alibration of the

TOF array, whih were taken from Ref. [8℄. In this referene (n,f) experi-

ment the mass distribution was measured by using the (2E,2v) tehnique

with a resolution of ∆m=1 amu (FWHM). Having the mass alibration

parameters mass distributions of

236
U were generated using the following

onditions: gated by the exitation energy regions of the HD resonanes

(Figure 3.a) and gated by the prompt �ssion events (Figure 3.b).
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Figure 3: Mass distribution of

236
U gated by a) the HD resonanes and

by b) the prompt region. Double Gaussian funtions were �tted to both

experimental distributions in order the ompare the widths.

Double Gaussian funtions were �tted to our experimental data in order

to extrat the widths of the mass distributions. The following values have

been obtained for the widths: σ
exp
HD=6.93±0.27 amu for the HD resonane

region and σ
exp
ND=7.19±0.03 amu for the prompt region. Here, the error

bars represent only the statistial unertainty (1σ). The dedued widths

are equal within 1σ, the observed small deviation annot be onsidered as

a onlusive evidene for a lusterization e�et.

Based on the experienes of the present test experiment we propose a new
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measurement with an improved setup. A new layout of the inner hamber

equipped with a thinner (0.9 �m) Mylar foil is onsidered, whih ould

drastially redue the energy-loss in both the foil and the gas volume of

the detetor. On the other hand a proper �ssion event reonstrution with

a preise energy-loss orretion is mandatory in the data analysis; preise

orretions for the fragment energy-losses in the target-baking, in the Mylar

foil of the inner hamber, and in the gas volume of the detetor are of great

importane. Having all these improvements in both the setup and the data

analysis an exellent mass resolution of ∆m≈2 amu (FWHM) ould be

ahieved.
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